Exceptionally Performing (EP) Team
& Masterchef Program /
Food nourishes relationships. Cooking and eating together builds and reinforces bonds
between people which is why the Exceptionally Performing (EP) Team and Masterchef
program provides the ultimate learning and bonding experience for team members.
The morning will begin with an Exceptional
Performing (EP) Team session. All participants will
learn about rogenSi’s “secret” to exceptional team
performance and the dynamics within this. In order
for the team to perform at an exceptional level it
must be comprised of three core components;
a) the EP Team Person, who must have the
knowledge, skills, processes and mindset at the
exceptional level in their required role; b) the
EP Team Leader, who must be a technical,
management, leadership and coaching expert at
the exceptional level; c) with the team performing in
an EP Team Dynamic that fosters and cultivates the
necessary behaviours that need to exist in delivering
exceptional results.
At the heart of an Exceptional Performance Team Dynamic is: Discipline. This discipline promotes decisiveness and
standards of excellence while ensuring direct accountability. Such discipline is a main reason why commitments
and expectations are always clear. In an EP Team Dynamic individuals are informed and aligned around a shared
vision. They have a high level of mutual trust with a laser like focus on continuous improvement. Finally these teams
are self-directed and execute according to a plan. The consequence of this dynamic is people that are truly
engaged in the business of the organisation, supported to deliver exceptional results.
The EP Team & Masterchef Program explores in depth the necessary
requirements that need to exist and workshops the pathway for each
team to reach the exceptional performance level.
The afternoon consists of the “Masterchef Challenge” where the skills
learnt from the EP Team session will be put to test. Team members
will be required to work in alignment, share principles, stay focussed
and execute towards a common goal – getting the meals on the
table! Day 2 will begin with a debrief on the session where team
members can come together and reflect on their experiences.
The program can be tailored to suit any organisations needs, to make
sure it achieves all objectives. The EP Team & Masterchef program
naturally builds relationships among team members, making them
work together in an engaging and entertaining way.
For more information on the program please contact:
Julien Prosser
Senior Consultant, rogenSi
julien.prosser@rogensi.com
0410 796 782

Jim Bahr
Director, VictorsFood
jim@victorsfood.com.au
0422 249 528

